Tame the ,,Wild beauty’’ with Travel Agency Rams
Montenegro
Mountain biking is an extreme sport in which the bike ride goes through roads through forests, hills, mountains, vehicular roads, parks, etc .... This sport requires special equipment and bicycles, and capped at a previous knowledge, experience and technology to drive these types of roads. The drive can be either on the
mountain, either on a hybrid bike, and a common feature of all mountain bikes is that they have wide tires
with studs, wide and reinforced tube frame and suspension on the front forks.
Bijelo Polje is located on the main road Belgrade-Podgorica, connected by railway Belgrade-Bar, making it easily accessible. Surroundings of Bijelo Polje are perfect for cycling, especially mountain, as trails lead through
picturesque villages.

PROGRAM:
Group meeting and departure via Rasovo, where you
take the road to Boljanina i Zminac. Climb to the
Zminac and further to Godijevo over Gornji Milani. On
the route t are a living villages, and the road is paved
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to rural intersection Boljanina- Zminac where the macadam road starts in the length of 9km. The road partly
goes through the forest, on the way there is a natural
spring of water, so we do not have to carry large

The program includes:
Bike rental, guides, luggage transfers, accommodation and meals.
This program is designed for lovers of mountain
biking, natural attractions. The tour is available
from May to October.

amounts of water. The rise of this share is about 350m.
The road comes out near the village school in Godijevo,
from where is an asphalt road for a few kilometers,
then again 1km dirt road, and the exit to regional road
Lozna- Sušica.
After the ascent to Bukvic, you can enjoy a view of the
surrounding mountains and the village, the route goes
on along the unpaved road to Bistrica, a distance of
13km. The rise of this share is about 250m. Attractive
place on this route is Vrh where we can make a short
break before descending into the Bistrica of about
600m. Before we continue to Bijelo Polje it is possible
to make a break in the village. The route is on asphalt
road, a distance of 16km. Optional tour to the monastery Sv. Nikola u Podvrhu which is located 6km from
the village in one direction. Return the same way. This
section is 5km dirt road, rising to 300m, partly through
the woods. This tour can be combined with tours of hiking, if you stay longer in Bijelo Polje.
Length of the trail is about 52km, a total rise of about
800m, total downhill about 900m.

